**Tank Connection Fitting:**

- **BULKHEAD FITTING**

**Fitting Material:**

- **PVC**

**Bolt Type:**

- **316 STAINLESS STEEL**

**Gasket Material:**

- **EPDM**

---

**PVC FLOAT TYPE SIGHT GAGE**

- **PPC STOCK # 4009 FOR VERTICAL TANKS UNDER 7 FEET TALL**
- **PPC STOCK # 3256 FOR VERTICAL TANKS OVER 7 FEET TALL**

**- 2"/SCH 40 PIPE PVC/CUT TO FIT**

**- 2"/SCH 40 90° ELBOW/PVC W/ROLLER PULLEY**

**- 2"/SCH 80 PIPE PVC/THD (1) END**

**- 4" X 2" BELL REDUCER SXT WHITE PVC SCHEDULE 40**

**- 4"/PERFORATED SEWER PIPE/PVC**

**- 1/8" DIA ROPE/ TWISTED YELLOW POLYPROPYLENE**

**- LEVEL INDICATOR**

**- 2"/SCH 40 UV CLEAR TUBE/PVC**

**- FLOAT**

**- 2"/SCH 40 PIPE CAP**

---

**ASSEMBLY DETAIL**

- **SCALE: 3/4"-1=0"**

- **LEAVE 1/4"-1/2" PLAY**